
For Collective’s new Hillside space Klaus 
Weber has produced Fagman, a fully 
working maquette of an unrealised, 
proposed monument for Calton Hill. 

Klaus coined the phrase ‘nonument’ to 
describe proposals for public works he 
has created in the past and is developing 
for the future. The nonuments deal with 
questions of denkmal, a German term 
that has multiple meanings including 
monument. Literally translated, the term 
means to ‘think (occasionally)!’ The root 
of the word is ‘memory aid’, connecting 
the term to the practice of tying a knot 
in one’s handkerchief as a reminder 
that something must not be forgotten. 
To Klaus, denkmal suggests something 
that is personal, intersubjective and 
light (as thoughts are); a concept in 
public consciousness that concerns 
the history of humankind and belongs 
to the future as much as the past. The 
tradition of Western monuments typically 
displays the opposite characteristics: 
large, heavy, reactionary, stiff and 
ideologically burdened constructions, 
frequently bonded to ideas of ‘national 
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truth’. According to Klaus, these 
structures are born old and pathetic. In 
this context, Klaus has worked for many 
years developing ‘nonuments’, public 
sculptures addressing human nature in 
a complex and anti-ideological or anti-
heroic manner. 

Conceived to sit on the Playfair 
Monument at the south east corner of 
Collective, Fagman is a proposal for 
such a nonument. This smoking snowman 
sculpture with its bottle top hat is an 
anti-hero, humorously countering the 
historic monuments of Calton Hill – 
traditional large, stone structures that 
celebrate the dominant histories of 
white, male fi gures such as Lord Nelson 
and Dugald Stewart. At the same time, 
the concept of an eternal snowman – 
ignoring the seasons and crowned by a 
broken beer bottle – is a sharp momento 
mori.
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Fagman, 2018. 
Copper, ice crystals, alcohol, tobacco, 
paper, polyurethane, painted wood, 
refrigeration components, human 
fi gurine,75 cm x 75 cm x 220 cm.

Fagman is made from a copper structure 
fi lled with constantly refrigerated spirits. 
The conductivity of the copper and the 
sub-zero temperature of the alcohol 
creates the frost. 
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